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FANUC supplies 3,500 robots to BMW
The industrial robot manufacturer 

FANUC and the automotive group 

BMW AG have signed a framework 

agreement for the supply of 3,500 

robots for new production lines and 

plants. FANUC robots will be used in 

the production of current and future 

generations of BMW models. The first 

robots were installed at the end of 

2019. Further robots will be used at 

German and international production 

sites of the BMW Group in the coming 

years. 

FANUC winning this project is an important 

milestone as a strategic partner of the 

BMW Group. The robot manufacturer is 

continuously investing in research and 

development as well as in the expansion of 

its service network to support its customers 

all over the world. 

Various FANUC robot models will be 

used by the BMW Group in the future – 

including newly developed ones that have 

been tailored to the customer’s individual 

requirements. The robots will beprimarily 

used in body shop construction and for 

the production of doors and bonnets. In 

cooperation with manufacturers of hose 

packages and traversing axes, FANUC is 

rounding off its range of supplies to the BMW 

Group by providing peripheral components.

With over 110 robot models in the range, 

FANUC offers the widest range of robots for 

industrial applications worldwide. 

www.fanuc.eu/uk/en.

Further Staff Investment 
Key to Ward CNC Growth
Following a year of exceptional business growth in 2019, T 

W Ward CNC Machinery Ltd (Ward CNC) is ramping up its 

staff levels with several key new additions to the team. The 

additional team members are being announced to underpin 

the current growth trajectory, but also to support the new 

‘More Than Machines’ philosophy, which is dedicated to 

enhancing the already impressive commitment to customer 

service and support. 

As a company with a heritage that dates back more than 140 

years, the prestige, reputation and stature of Ward CNC is 

beyond reproach; an industry prominence that is bolstered 

by the quality of the brands the Sheffield founded company 

partners in the UK. The new managerial structure at Ward CNC 

and the implementation of a ‘More Than Machines’ strategy is 

emphasising how the company is delivering first-class service 

for the complete ‘life-cycle’ of a machine tool. The new staff 

will be dedicated to further enhancing customer experience 

from the initial introduction and application requirements 

through to sales, delivery, installation, training, service, 

spares, consumable goods and technical support.

www.wardcnc.com

Mazak sets new benchmark for British machine tools 
Yamazaki Mazak has underlined its commitment to the British machine tool 

industry with the launch of its newest fully simultaneous 5-axis machining 

centre – the CV5-500 – which will be the only machine in its class to have 

been completely conceived, designed and built in the UK.

The CV5-500, which is currently being manufactured at Mazak’s European 

Manufacturing Plant in Worcester, is being marketed with a highly competitive 

price point making it ideally suited to subcontractors, start-ups and job shops.

The versatile 5-axis machine is unique in its category due to its high-rigidity 

bridge construction with a fully supported trunnion table that travels in the Y-axis 

direction under the bridge, ultimately delivering an extremely accurate and 

compact machining solution.

Alan Mucklow, Managing Director UK & Ireland Sales & Service Division at 

Yamazaki Mazak, commented: “While the numbers of British machine tool 

builders have dwindled over 

time, Mazak has consistently 

continued to invest in its UK 

R&D and production facilities. 

The CV5-500 is the latest in a long 

line of Mazak machines to have been 

fully designed and built in Britain. Not 

only does it set a new benchmark in British 

machine tool building, but it breaks the mould for the 

compact, fully simultaneous 5-axis machining category as a whole.”

The new machine is equipped with SmoothX CNC, Mazak’s specialist 5-axis 

version of its SMOOTH Technology.

www.mazakeu.co.uk/CV5-500   

Rockwood secures order from Babcock 
for Eurofighter decoy launch system 
Rockwood Composites has secured 

an order for parts for 130 decoy launch 

systems for Babcock International’s 

Eurofighter programme. The contract 

is to supply parts for the towed decoy 

launch structure which is to be installed 

on the Eurofighter.

This was secured on the basis of 

development work undertaken by Rockwood 

which established that these parts, which 

had previously been manufactured using a 

filament winding process, could be made 

using Rockwood’s bladder moulding 

technology.   By doing so, significant quality 

& cost advantages were gained while 

maintaining the strength, stiffness, physical 

size and electromagnetic performance of 

the existing filament wound parts.

Gam Mahil, Babcock Buyer for Defence 

Systems Technology, Marine & Technology 

said: “This was a technical challenge and 

Rockwood Composites met this challenge, 

delivering in terms of quality and cost. The 

parts are an integral part of our Eurofighter 

production programme which is progressing 

full steam ahead.”

Managing Director of Rockwood 

Composites, Mark Crouchen, said: “When 

Babcock threw down the gauntlet, it was 

fantastic to be able to deliver the efficiencies 

required and to provide a more cost-effective 

solution with greatly improved quality which 

meets the exact requirements laid out by 

Babcock .” 

www.rockwoodcomposites.com

MACH Postponed 
to 2021
Given the spread of the Coronavirus, 

the MTA has decided that, in order 

to minimise the risks to visitors and 

exhibitors and to provide the best 

possible platform for both exhibitors 

and visitors, the MACH Exhibition will 

now take place 25-28 January 2021.

The event will still be held, in the same Halls, 

at the NEC. James Selka, MTA CEO, said: 

“We believe that this decision, which has not 

been taken lightly, is in the best interests of 

the industry and those who work in it. Our first 

priority is, of course, the health and safety of 

the 30,000+ people who will visit and work at 

MACH.”

www.machexhibition.com 

Automated Bending 
of Sheet Metal
Folding of sheet metal can be automated using 

a new bending centre from Swiss manufacturer, 

Bystronic. It lowers production costs, promotes 

accuracy and consistency, and at the same time 

increases flexibility for dealing with batch sizes 

from small runs to large series.

Bending Cell is available in the UK through the group’s 

Coventry subsidiary. It is based on the company’s Xpert Pro 

press brake served by a 7-axis robot that is able to cope with 

a wide variety of component sizes and shapes.  A gripper 

changer, tool changer and magazine, and material storage 

unit may be either factory-fitted or retrofitted at a later time, 

allowing not only component handling but also gripper and 

bending tool exchange to be autonomous. The modular 

system enables existing Xpert Pro machines in the field to be 

automated. Intelligent offline programming software saves 

time by determining the optimal bending sequence for every 

job.

While the robot is bending, staff can perform other tasks such 

as the supply and removal of sheet and parts, or operation of 

a laser cutting machine or welding system. The cell is simple 

to use, as both the robot and press brake are controlled using 

the same touch screen. The ByVision Bending user interface 

provides the user with an overview of the current job status 

and the remaining production time, even optionally on mobile 

devices. 

www.bystronic.com
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Installing 5G devices beyond 
manufacturing
The Essentra Components Knowledge Centre contains 

a wealth of information for engineers including this 

guidance document concerning installation of 5G 

equipment in the mobility, healthcare, agriculture and 

telecoms industries.

Design, production and installation engineers are expected 

to face new challenges with 5G-based equipment and this 

analysis of trends in hardware components will be of interest 

at all levels. The guidance from Essentra Components can 

be viewed on their website along with other relevant material 

addressing “What does 5G mean for design engineers?” 

among other subjects.

www.essentracomponents.com

Walter adds to a new era of grooving 
and parting off tools 
Walter GB has announced the new 

Walter Cut DX18 double-edged 

grooving and parting off system that, 

with innovative lateral clamping, will set 

new standards in parting off on turning 

machines and especially Swiss-type 

autos and multi-spindle machines.

  The new tool is the latest addition to Walter’s 

ever-expanding grooving and parting off 

range that offers users increased tool life 

and high process reliability in the quickest 

cycle times. Suitable for parting diameters 

of up to 35 mm, DX18 features a positive 

engagement system – the insert geometry 

lends itself to being locked securely. 

Another innovation with the Walter Cut DX18 

is the use of the SmartLock system in the 

G4014 tool holders which simplifies insert 

changeover. Rather than having to remove 

the entire tool (often in cramped and ‘oily’ 

machine conditions), SmartLock’s insert 

clamping screw is changeable to either side 

of the tool for easy and quick insert change, 

with a blanking plug provided to protect 

the unused side. Thanks to the positive 

engagement, a new insert – even those 

of very narrow width - will always locate 

correctly.

 www.walter-tools.com

XYZ strengthens sales 
support in Poland
Following the recent announcement of 

Marcin Drozd as its first area Sales Manager 

in Poland, XYZ Machine Tools has followed 

that up with a second appointment, bring in 

machine tool specialist Marcin Binkowski, 

who will be responsible for direct sales in the 

south and east of Poland.

 With over 10 years’ experience in the machine 

tool industry Marcin Binkowski’s appointment 

complements the work that Marcin Drozd has been 

involved with across the country and will enhance 

the sales support in a market seen has one with 

great potential for XYZ 

Machine Tools’ product 

range, particularly the 

ProtoTRAK controlled 

mills and lathes.

“Poland will play a 

significant part in our growth across mainland 

Europe,” says Howard Bamforth, Export Sales 

Director, XYZ Machine Tools. “To capitalise on the 

strong potential of the market in Poland we see 

direct sales as the route to take. By having XYZ 

employees on the ground we are better placed to 

highlight the unique benefits that the ProtoTRAK 

control system can deliver to customers. The 

success of this initiative started last year with Marcin 

Drozd has confirmed this.”  

www.xyzmachinetools.pl

Steering specialist invests in 3D scanning arm
Pailton Engineering has added to its  

QA equipment with the addition of an 

Absolute Arm 7-axis with RS5 laser 

scanner manufactured by Hexagon 

Manufacturing Intelligence. 

The new arm adds a new layer of QA for 

customers receiving the steering part 

deliverables in safety critical markets, such 

as the military or commercial vehicle sector.   

“We have the capabilities to measure very 

large products by creating a leap frog 

alignment using features present or added 

to a product,” explained Matthew Pease, 

engineer at Pailton Engineering. “We can 

move the arm into a new position where 

we can still reach and re-measure the 

same features used to create the leap frog 

alignment and gain access to areas on 

the product inaccessible from the original 

position of the arm. This enables us to move 

round large products to gain full access to all 

characteristics required to be measured. 

www.pailton.com 

Cleaning wipes get 
NSF approval
At a time when hygiene and cleanliness in everyday 

life is widely reported in the media, isn’t it time we 

adopted this approach to the workplace? With the 

world in a state of heightened alertness to hygiene, it 

is with perfect timing that the ROCOL SCRUBS ultra-

strong cleaning towels have now been registered by 

NSF under the C1 classification. 

Clean hands in the workplace, and not just at home is a 

message we should all be adopting. For instances where there 

is no water source available in the workplace, the ROCOL 

SCRUBS ultra-strong cleaning towels are perfect for keeping 

your hands clean.

This classification means that the ROCOL SCRUBS wipes are 

safe for use in inedible product processing, non-processing 

areas and exterior areas of food and beverage processing 

facilities. Any product being used in an application where there 

is any risk of the contamination of the food or beverage item 

must be registered by NSF in the most suitable category for 

the application. 

www.rocol.com  

RPI welcomes new 
customer  
RPI UK  has welcomed Mitutoyo as a new customer 

following the Japanese manufacturers decision to 

invest in 10 rotary tables. The rotary tables are an ideal 

addition to high precision CMMs.  Specifically designed 

as a fourth axis, they are accurate to +/- 0.5 arcs seconds. 

This is equivalent to hitting a golf ball at a hole more than 22km 

away and scoring a hole in one every time!  

Jim Palmer, RPI’s sales manager, said: “It’s great news that Mitutoyo has chosen to 

invest in 10 of our Quadrant range rotary tables.  As well as significantly improving 

overall measurement accuracy and reducing uncertainty, our rotary tables also greatly 

increase measuring volume, thereby improving the flexibility, productivity and efficiency 

of our customers’ CMM.”

The addition of Mitutoyo to RPI’s customer base means the Bath-based manufacturer 

now supplies all the major CMM manufacturers which use rotary tables, from Hexagon 

to Renishaw and LK to Wenzel. 

www.rpiuk.com

CMM Manufacturer launches 
portable Measuring Arms 
LK Metrology has for the first time diversified into the 

supply of 3D articulating arm metrology systems, 

otherwise known as portable arms, with the launch of 

a range of 24 machines called FREEDOM arm.

There is a 6-axis model for touch probing and a 7-axis version 

for multi-sensor metrology including laser scanning. Both are 

available in two accuracy levels and the four products come in 

six sizes with a reach of up to five metres. International sales 

and support is through the company’s offices in the UK, North 

America, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy and China as well as 

via a worldwide distributor network.

Marketing manager Dave Robinson, who is based at the 

firm’s CMM factory near Derby, England commented, “The 

solutions we can offer customers is greatly expanded by the 

new range of arms. Their portability especially well suits them 

to line-side measuring and inspection in factories, while their 

compactness makes them ideal for use on machine tools for 

in-process quality control. 

“The platform is also particularly appropriate for reverse 

engineering applications, virtual assembly design 

environments and 3D modelling. Moreover if very high 

precision tolerances do not have to be measured, a portable 

arm is a cost-effective way to progress from manual to CNC 

metrology.”

www.LKmetrology.com
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Lloyds Banking Group ready to 
support UK small businesses 
impacted by COVID-19

Lloyds Banking Group has announced that it has allocated up to £2 

billion of arrangement fee free finance assigned to specifically 

support Britain’s small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) to 

ensure that they have access to additional finance to overcome 

any impact COVID-19 causes to their cashflow.

Relationship Managers from Lloyds Banking 

Group speak to nearly 5,000 small businesses 

each and every week and have already reached 

out to more than 10,000 SMEs to discuss any 

concerns they already have on the potential 

impact a sustained COVID-19 outbreak may 

have on their business. This additional financial 

support, which has now been confirmed for 

small business customers with up to £25 million 

turnover, will include the removal of certain fees 

and the possibility of payment holidays for the 

worst affected.*

Although the current impact on businesses has 

been minimal, as the number and rate of infections 

in the UK increases, Lloyds Banking Group wants 

to reassure its customers that it continues to 

stand by their side and will provide them with 

additional financial support as required. It is 

anticipated that a sustained and 

wide-scale outbreak in the 

UK will impact businesses 

and in particular their 

cashflows, as interruptions 

to their supply chain or 

significant employee 

absence will severely 

impact their ability to 

generate sales and result in 

reduced revenues.

Under this £2 billion financial support, Lloyds 

Banking Group’s small business customers 

can access: 

• No arrangement fees for new overdrafts or 

overdraft limit increases

• No arrangement fees for new or increased 

invoice discounting and finance facilities

• In certain circumstances, repayment 

holidays to be provided, to those businesses 

impacted the most*

All customers with a dedicated Relationship 

Manager will be contacted to discuss their 

financial needs.

This package of measures is another example of 

Lloyds Banking Group’s long-standing support for 

British businesses to help them navigate whatever 

the future holds. In January this year, the Group 

announced an £18 billion commitment to support 

businesses during 2020. In addition, since the 

start of 2011, the Group has grown its net lending 

to small and medium-sized businesses by 36% 

whilst the market has contracted by 11%.

“We fully understand how worrying these times 

are for business owners, concerned not only 

about their and their own family’s health and 

wellbeing, but also of their employees. They are 

also worried what the outbreak might mean for 

their business and with no knowledge of how or 

when they might be affected. As our customers 

face into such uncertainty, we want to provide 

reassurance to them that, if needed, we are here 

to help with additional working capital to get them 

through temporary interruptions to their business 

and to their cashflow.”

David Oldfield, Group Director, Commercial 

Banking, Lloyds Banking Group

ID News
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Changing perceptions 
of engineering
Bridging the skills gap with automated engineering

According to the State of Engineering Survey by Engineering UK, 

the industry requires 265,000 new skilled entrants annually 

in order to meet demand by 2024. Here, Martyn Williams, 

Managing Director at industrial software provider 

COPA-DATA UK, examines Britain’s engineering 

skills shortage and explains how automated 

engineering can redefine the role of the 

manufacturing engineer and ultimately bridge 

the skills gap.

Britain’s engineering industry is experiencing 

a unique challenge. While the sector is thriving 

economically, a lack of talent entering the 

industry is raising concerns about its long-term 

sustainability. But, what is causing this lack of 

interest from the younger generation?

The state of engineering

Salaries for graduate engineers sit well above 

the national average, with post-graduate 

qualifications adding a further premium. What 

is more, there is no gender pay gap across 

engineering disciplines, which are bolstered by 

various schemes and initiatives to encourage 

women to embrace the subject. Clearly, 

there’s a strong case for pursuing a career in 

engineering, yet there remains a shortfall of 

20,000 engineering graduates each year — and 

that’s a conservative estimate. 

One of the criticisms of the industry is the 

failure to portray what a career in engineering 

actually consists of — perhaps due to a lack 

of understanding in schools. Engineering is 

hidden in the school 

curriculum, inside 

maths, physics and 

design and technology 

– it is often up to students 

to draw the link between the 

subjects and an engineering 

career.

This lack of understanding has impacted 

manufacturing. According to a poll of 600 industry 

professionals, 67 per cent of manufacturers said 

they were worried about the future availability of 

skilled staff for their business. To make matters 

worse, 83 per cent of these believe there are 

not enough young people working in British 

manufacturing and engineering. Teaching young 

people about the profession to encourage them 

to consider an engineering career is therefore a 

good place to start.

The same report, commissioned by Subcon, in 

association with The Engineer, states that nearly 

three-quarters of manufacturing professionals 

believe it is the Government’s responsibility to 

tackle the problem, specifically with regards to 

education. When asked what the Government 

can do to encourage younger people to 

consider engineering, improved education, 

apprenticeships and a more positive image of 

the industry were all noted. 

While the Government does hold some 

responsibility, it is also down to those working 

in the sector to ensure the industry’s current 

perception changes.  

Studies to benchmark young people’s 

awareness about engineering almost always 

have similar results, stereotyping engineering as 

an ‘oily rag’ profession plagued with repetitive 

and menial tasks. For those of us already in the 

sector, we know this isn’t true. 

Robotics in manufacturing facilities has reduced 

the need for human operators to manually 

complete pick-and-place, assembly and 

inspection tasks. In electronics components 

manufacturing, for example, a SCARA robot 

can complete the assembly process faster and 

more accurately than a human worker, allowing 

employees to take on more varied tasks. 

Looking into the realm of industrial software, the 

scenario is similar.

Eliminating misconceptions

COPA-DATA’s zenon, uses automated 

engineering to enhance employee workflow by 

supporting the project engineer on monotonous 

tasks. For example, wizards and tools can be 

used to automatically create elements for big 

projects, eliminating the need for repetitive 

coding and manual configuration. 

Automated engineering allows projects to 

be created either partially or completely 

automatically. This can happen by programming, 

using scripts and macros or an external program, 

or by simply setting parameters in existing 

wizards and tools. 

Consider this as an example. A manufacturer 

needs to create the same variables and functions 

across every machine in the factory. While it 

is possible for a human to complete this task 

manually, it will take a substantial amount of time 

and could leave room for error. 

In tasks like this, automation is worthwhile. The 

data is probably already available electronically, 

therefore automating its input will lessen the 

likelihood of mistakes. To improve matters 

further, intelligent software will highlight any 

anomalies in data that may not have been 

identified by a human employee.  

Promoting this modern method of data input 

eliminates misconceptions that engineering roles 

are uninspiring, repetitive and dull. However, this 

reduction of manual tasks also works as a way to 

retain the talent already working on production 

lines. 

To bolster the reputation of the engineering 

profession, today’s existing employees must be 

proud of their roles. By reducing unskilled tasks, 

like manual programming and configuration, 

employees will be freed to take on more 

creative, interesting and innovative roles. As a 

result, the industry will create engaged science, 

technology, engineering and maths (STEM) 

ambassadors to inspire the next generation.    

Flexible production

Minimising manual configuration improves the 

perception of engineering careers and can 

also provide manufacturers with more flexible 

and customisable production techniques. For 

example, for machine builders, automated 

IDSkills
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engineering is particularly advantageous as a 

way to fulfil demand for customised products.

Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) 

and machine builders are under pressure to 

manufacture products in small amounts. Today’s 

customers want one-off, specialised equipment 

for their facilities, but producing machinery to 

meet these unique specifications is a colossal 

task — at least when completed manually. 

Using automated engineering, OEMs can use 

pre-configured modules, as opposed to using 

one closed system. The module could describe 

an individual device, a piece of equipment or an 

equipment group, that are simply connected 

using Ethernet. By breaking up and replacing the 

traditionally rigid structures of automation, these 

modular applications allow OEMs to be more 

flexible in production.

Unlike traditional production management, this 

process also reduces complexity for employees 

and eliminates the need for engineers to 

repetitively program machines. As a result, there 

is a reduced likelihood of errors and faster time-

to-market expectations. Flexible production can 

therefore kill two birds with one stone, improve 

staff’s enjoyment of their roles, 

as well as improving production 

processes.

Threat of automation 

Unsurprisingly, there are arguments that 

suggest increasing automation will reduce the 

need for human workers entirely. According to a 

study by YouGov, 34 per cent of British workers 

believe that the introduction of automation could 

damage their job security. In addition, 22 per 

cent believe that their wages will be reduced 

because of new technologies. 

However, as Engineering UK’s study suggests, 

that is not the case. Instead, employers in the 

engineering sector anticipate an increasing 

need for people with higher level skills — those 

that hold qualities that can’t be replicated by 

automation. 

To some extent, concerns about the threat 

automation poses to employment are valid. Some 

jobs are being displaced by the introduction of 

new technology. However, as this technology 

increases productivity, efficiency and revenues 

for manufacturers, entirely new job roles in the 

engineering sector are being created. 

Characteristically, engineers want to invent, 

create and innovate. But, with workflows filled 

with tedious and repetitive tasks, the engineering 

workforce is not fulfilling its potential. As opposed 

to fearing the threat automation poses to jobs, 

employers must embrace automation and equip 

their engineers with the skills to work alongside 

these new technologies.   

Put simply, the misconception that engineering 

jobs are boring, repetitive and uncreative will not 

be present for much longer. But first, the industry 

needs to highlight the advantages of automation 

to the sector — it won’t replace jobs, just make 

them more interesting.

www.copadata.com



requires two operators per shift, equating to six 

operators to complete the same throughput over 

a working week. 

Using the average salary of a UK production 

operative as an example, at £25,000 per annum, 

removing these roles would reduce labour costs 

by £150,000 a year. However, human labour is 

not eliminated. A good rule-of-thumb for labour 

estimations alongside a robotic system is 25 per 

cent of current costs, reducing the total labour 

budget to an impressive £37,500 per year. Minus 

this figure from the total robot purchasing cost 

we determined earlier, and manufacturers have 

an estimated ROI for the first year. 

That said, there are some flaws in this method 

of ROI calculation. Many of these figures 

are estimates. For a true reflection of ROI, 

manufacturers should conduct a thorough cost 

analysis based on the operations of their facility, 

as well as a risk assessment. 

But what about the complementary benefits of 

robots that aren’t considered in this calculation? 

Robots offer peace-of-mind for delivering 

productivity gains to improve a factory’s bottom 

line. For instance, eliminating the likelihood of 

human error in manufacturing processes can 

reduce scrap material, minimise reworks and 

improve the consistency of products. 

According to the Annual Manufacturing Report 

2019, over three quarters of manufacturers are 

ready to invest in new technologies to boost 

productivity. No doubt, robots will be among 

these investments. However, as manufacturers 

consider investing in robotic technology for 

productivity, it’s vital they have a clarity of ROI 

validating purchasing decisions.

When you factor in the robot’s engineering and 

maintenance costs, budgeting isn’t always as 

easy as requesting a quote. As well as installation 

costs, factories may need to build segregated 

work areas or additional backup power units 

before a robot can be deployed. That’s not to 

mention peripheral technology, such as sensors, 

variable robot grippers and any necessary 

mounting apparatus. 

A report by the Boston Consulting Group 

suggested that, in order to arrive at a solid cost 

estimate for robots, customers should multiply 

the machine’s price tag by a minimum of 

three. Let’s say a six-axis robot costs £65,000, 

customers should therefore budget £195,000 

for the investment. That said, should the robot 

require a more extensive equipment overhaul, a 

multiplication of four or five times the cost of the 

robot may be required.

Then, of course, there are variable costs to 

contemplate. These include the labour, energy, 

materials, ongoing maintenance and production 

supplies required to deploy a robot successfully. 

Due to the varying nature of manufacturing 

facilities, these costs can fluctuate dramatically 

depending on the industry sector and size of the 

operation. 

Manufacturers can only calculate the ROI of an 

investment after establishing the robot’s total 

purchasing cost. Even then, manufacturers must 

consider several other elements, starting with 

robot use. 

Consider the following example. A food 

manufacturer plans to use two SCARA robots to 

automate pick-and-place processes. The robots 

will run for three shifts a day, six days a week, 48 

weeks of the year. The equivalent labour usually 

Calculating Robot ROI
How to determine the true cost of robotics

Google Trends data demonstrates that web searches for the phrase, “how much 

does a robot cost?” have doubled since 2009. Determining the total cost and return 

on investment (ROI) of a robot isn’t straightforward, as Nigel Smith, managing 

director of industrial robot supplier TM Robotics, explains. 

www.tmrobotics.com 

IDRoboticsID Robotics
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ID100 Years Of Yamazaki Mazak

A Museum Dedicated
to Machine Tools

The Yamazaki Mazak Corporation is celebrating the far-reaching impact machine tools 

have on everyday life with the opening of the Yamazaki Mazak Museum of Machine 

Tools in Minokamo, Japan.

Opened to the public at the end of 2019 to mark 

the company’s 100th anniversary, the museum 

showcases the intrinsic link between Mazak’s 

history and the evolution of the technology. 

Taking visitors from the tools of the 18th century 

right through to the modern age of connectivity 

and automation, visitors can also see an 

automatic production line that uses innovative IoT 

technology to manufacture machine parts for use 

in production processes. It is a reminder of how 

far the technology has progressed, and aims to 

serve as further inspiration for the next generation 

of engineers and industrial decision-makers.

Its exhibits also highlight the status of machine 

tools as ‘mother machines’ that produce the 

parts required to keep vital equipment operational 

in highly important industries, including the 

aerospace, medical and automotive sectors.

These educational exhibits include several 

traditional machine tools in working condition 

and products they play a vital part in producing, 

including cars, aircraft and a steam train. These 

machines and items have been painstakingly 

restored in co-operation with manufacturers 

from all over the world, offering insight into 

both the heritage of a wide array of industries. 

The exhibits also show the integral contribution 

machine tools have made to continued innovation 

and technological advancement within these 

sectors. Furthermore, the museum features an 

educational corner where children can enjoy 

hands-on learning and discover more about the 

technology.

The museum itself was constructed with 

sustainability in mind. It is located 11m 

underground in a renovated Mazak laser cutting 

machine assembly facility and utilises geothermal 

energy to regulate internal temperature. As a 

result, the electrical consumption required to heat 

and cool the museum is much less than that of an 

equivalent-sized above-ground facility.

“Machine tools provide absolutely vital support to 

manufacturing worldwide, meaning they are also 

vital to the workings of everyday life,” said Richard 

Smith, European Group Managing Director at 

Yamazaki Mazak Europe. “The Yamazaki Mazak 

Museum of Machine Tools is a fitting tribute to the 

massive contribution of these ‘mother machines’ 

to technological advancement and their impact on 

society as a whole.

“As these machines are mainly used for industrial 

production in factories, the general public may 

not be aware of their existence and widespread 

use. Through this unique museum, opened to 

celebrate our 100th anniversary, we hope to 

demonstrate the importance of machine tools 

to the next generation and how Mazak has been 

integral to the continued development of the 

technology behind them.”

www.mazakeu.co.uk  
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Prototyping specialist 
relies on EDM technology

CA Models, a market-leading prototyping shop with close to 40 years of sector experience, 

says that Sodick wire-erosion technology supplied by UK subsidiary Sodi-Tech EDM, is now 

such an integral part of business that life without it is unimaginable. The company has two 

Sodick wire EDM machines on site at its Stirling facility, the latest being a Sodick AQ537L, 

which can accommodate workpieces measuring up to 770 x 520 x 340 mm.

Owner and Managing Director Clark Campbell 

formed CA Models in 1983. Back then, 

Mr Campbell finished his first prototype 

order in the spare room of his flat – a hand-

made, bright yellow, underwater camera – a 

presentation model for a reputable product 

designer. The camera was well received and 

created an extraordinary moment for the young 

entrepreneur – the realisation that he wanted to 

compete with the best model makers in the UK.

Fast-forward to the present day and Mr 

Campbell has 36 employees under his wing, 

all of whom help to focus on the core business 

streams of additive manufacturing, precision 

CNC machining and specialist model making. A 

unique blend of cutting-edge CNC machine-tool 

technologies is combined with model-making 

craftsmanship to provide customers in sectors 

such as aerospace, motorsport, medical device, 

and oil and gas, with quality products and a 

responsive service. 

Among the machine-shop technologies 

providing the heartbeat of operations at CA 

Models is wire EDM. 

“Our Sodick AQ537L provides outstanding 

accuracy and capability, making it popular for 

cutting punches and dies as part of the tool-

making process,” says Mr Campbell. “However, 

at CA Models, EDM goes far beyond just tool 

making, and has become indispensable to our 

business.”

In the early days, Mr Campbell built models by 

hand to physical drawings. Then, the advent of 

CAD took the sector to another level and CA 

Models started investing in CNC machines, the 

first being a four-axis mill.

The arrival of CNC machining capability made 

the company compatible with a number of high-

end companies, particularly in the aerospace 

and Formula One sectors. It was at this point, 

around 1996, when CA Models invested in 

its first 3D printer, which was based on the 

stereolithography (SLA) process. Today the 

company has 11 SLA machines, as well as an 

array of SLS [selective laser sintering] 3D printers 

for nylon prototyping applications, and a number 

of FDM [fused deposition modelling] machines.

As the prototyping side of the business took 

off, so did the company’s machine shop, which 

prompted Mr Campbell to invest in his first 

Sodick wire EDM, approximately 15 years ago. 

Jump forward to around 2013, and CA Models 

acquired its first 3D printer for metal applications, 

which is described as a “momentous turning 

point” for the business. 

“Today we are inundated with enquiries from customers 

who want prototypes printed in metal,” he says. “We 

have two metal 3D printers, one making aluminium parts, 

and another producing stainless steel 316 components. 

In addition, we’ve just spent €1.8 million on a 3D printer 

that can produce parts in titanium, supported by a large 

5-axis universal machining centre.”

These machines blend in well with the company’s Sodick 

wire EDMs, as Mr Campbell explains: “We use the Sodick 

AQ537L for a multitude of purposes. For instance, 

although we receive a lot of orders for prototypes that 

only require wire erosion, we are finding the EDM is 

extremely useful for supporting our metal 3D-printing 

technology. Anyone who is familiar with metal 3D printing 

will know that it’s only accurate to a certain degree, so 

if we’re working on an aerospace or defence project, for 

example, the customer will often want 4µm accuracy. In 

this instance, we’ll take the metal 3D-printed part and, 

depending on geometry, either wire erode it, or five-axis 

machine it to within tolerance. CA Models is one of not 

many using wire erosion to support metal 3D printing in 

this way.”

A lot of the prototypes produced at CA Models fall inside 

a 250 mm size envelope, a number of which pass through 

the Sodick AQ537L. The machine was introduced purely 

to boost wire-erosion capacity, in support of an older but 

larger Sodick model. 

On a day-to-day basis, the AQ537L is set to work 

producing a myriad of different high-precision prototypes 

for sectors such as medical device, military/defence and 

product design. Most are 1 or 2-off, or maybe 4-off at 

most, and made from materials that extend from alloys 

through to hard steels. On other occasions, when the 
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company has a full metal 3D print build in 

progress, the best way to remove components 

from the support plate is to use wire erosion.

“The AQ357L makes a beautiful job of this,” 

says Mr Campbell. “The wire comes along and, 

once finished, the support plate looks brand 

new and ready to use again. I know it sounds 

really simple, but it’s so helpful. Wire erosion 

has become very important to our business; I 

can’t see us ever being without it. If there were 

no wire-erosion machines here we would have to 

outsource, then we are at someone else’s beck 

and call, and I don’t like that. I work in the ‘rapid’ 

business, and subcontracting today has become 

counter-intuitive to this philosophy.”

To provide an example of how times have 

changed, Mr Campbell recounts an example 

from the Formula One industry.

“I can remember when I received my first order 

from a Formula One team, for an SLA model 

measuring about 200 mm long,” he says. “I was 

given one week by my contact to manufacture 

and deliver the model. Today, the same contact, 

who now works at a different Formula One team, 

gives me 48 hours to provide 24 SLA models. 

That’s the world that we live in, and it’s why we 

need an in-house resource when it comes to wire 

erosion. Every time we have a really accurate part 

or feature to produce, and the clock is ticking, 

the AQ537L comes to the rescue. Furthermore, 

we sell on quality, so when we have to hit a tight 

tolerance, it’s reassuring to know we have the 

capability in place.” 

Now in his early sixties, Mr Campbell has seen 

many changes over the years, including the 

introduction and growth of wire erosion.

“I’ve seen enough to write what I think will be 

a really interesting autobiography,” he says, 

without really revealing if he is entirely serious. 

“A friend of mine has already suggested a title: 

50 shades of grey primer.” For those maybe 

unfamiliar, grey primer is a long-standing model-

maker’s favourite prior to painting.

The jest is a good reflection of a man who clearly 

loves his job, and has made a real success of 

it. Today, Mr Campbell says he doesn’t know of 

any others who can offer rapid prototyping, CNC 

machining and metal 3D printing from a single 

resource. The company even has professional 

paint and powder-coating shops on site. Perhaps 

the most complete model maker in the UK? Yes, 

especially with wire-EDM technology in place.

“Many years ago a product designer said to me 

that if you stand still you simply get overtaken, 

and he was so right,” concludes Mr Campbell. 

“In contrast, if you continue to expand and invest, 

you’ll see the benefits. It’s something that has 

stuck with me all these years.”

www.sodi-techedm.co.uk 
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Partnership Transforms  
Aerospace Business

BT Lerson, operating from its brand new 15000 sq ft facility on the doorstep of Stansted 

Airport, is working in partnership with DMG MORI, benefiting from the capabilities of the 

machine tools themselves and the technical support, training and contacts the collaboration 

brings, to make a step change in its business.

70% of its work is in the aerospace and defence 

sectors, but also serves the oil and gas and 

pharmaceutical industries. Started in 1980, it 

made the move into CNC in the early 2000s and 

changed its business model to concentrate on 

higher value parts in 2010, achieving AS9100 

status in 2014.

The company’s first 5-axis DMG MORI 

machine, a DMU 50 was purchased pre-owned. 

Collaborating with DMG MORI helped them get 

to grips with the 5-Axis technology. The machine 

was refurbished by DMG Mori, marking the 

beginning of a close partnership. This was soon 

followed by a DMU 40 Evo with Erowa automation 

in 2014, DMU 60 Evo linear with 3R automation in 

2016 and two NLX 2500/700 in 2018 and 2019. 

Julian Bedford, Managing Director at BT Lerson 

says, “5-axis technology is more demanding, 

and it was a big learning curve for us, but we 

soon saw the benefits of the investments as 

cycle times were slashed, and product quality 

increased dramatically. We also recognised the 

need for automation, to enable us to get more 

from the machines, people and skills that we 

have.”

DMG MORI supplied turnkey automated 

systems to BT Lerson. “We were early adopters 

of automation and the cost was easily recovered 

within two years.  If we had not invested, we would 

have needed three conventional machines to 

produce the same output with all the implications 

of extra labour, much more floor space and 

more work in progress. Going forward, we now 

consider that automation is essential.” The 

company monitors its machine performance and 

the automated machines run at over 90% OEE.

The 3R system has 60 pallets and the Erowa 

system has up to 24 pallets. BT Lerson sets up 

a series of different jobs to match demand. It 

also sets up sister tooling where long machining 

times are called for and uses the DMG MORI tool 

life management to switch tools automatically, 

enabling the machines to run unmanned for 

most of the time. 

The two DMG MORI NLX 2500/700s replaced 

previous machines and have a bar feeder and 

parts catcher to produce parts up to 80mm 

diameter. For bigger parts, the chuck can 

produce parts up to 366mm diameter. Julian 

Bedford says, “These are fantastic machines 

and have changed the way we do turn/mill. They 

are so robust and thermally consistent that there 

is very little deterioration in tolerance. We can 

now reliably run unmanned for 24 hours with tight 

tolerance parts. We have also invested in DMG 

MORI gear cutting software on the machines, 

often reducing the process from five operations 

to two.”

All the DMG MORI machines are covered by a 

five year service and preventative maintenance 

plan and the company is planning to extend it to 

other machinery in the factory. BT Lerson also 

used DMG MORI finance for the NLX machines. 

“The finance was very competitive and flexible 

with many favourable options such as, deferred 

payments and balloon payments”. 

Formerly BTL Precision, BT Lerson acquired 

Lerson Fabrications, which is a preferred 

supplier to Stansted Airport and its supply 

chain and moved to its new location at the end 

of 2019. Julian Bedford, says, “The move to the 

new factory is several steps up in our working 

environment and has a big impact on customer 

confidence. Aerospace customers see that 

we have DMG MORI machine tools, properly 

monitored in a professional environment and are 

immediately reassured. They are trying to build 

long term relationships with good and competent 

companies as part of their supply chain and our 

aim is to expand towards more in depth and 

earlier involvement with these customers where, 

high quality and competitive pricing are the key 

considerations. Already we are up 30% on the 

previous year.”

BT Lerson is building on its relationship with 

Stansted Airport and bringing its fabrications 

business to AS9100 standards too. Julian 

Bedford is a governor at Harlow College, where 

DMG MORI has a presence. The college is 

currently involved in a project at the airport which 

is due to expand significantly. Julian is also 

involved in a digitalisation project at Cambridge 

University, so he is evaluating how this can be 

implemented at BT Lerson. Similarly, he finds 

that meeting other DMG MORI users is useful, 

sharing skills and building relationships for 

mutual benefit.

Julian Bedford concludes, “Working in 

partnership with DMG MORI has definitely led 

to new business and is enabling us to reinforce 

long term relationships with our customers. A 

strategy of collaboration and cooperation at all 

levels of the business combined with technical 

excellence from DMG MORI has transformed 

how we operate.”

www.dmgmori.com

IDAerospace Focus
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Improving Certainty 
Bowers Group has supplied MECH Metrology with a Trimos Horizon Premium 

Length Measuring machine which has increased their capacity for inhouse 

calibration services, and improved certainty of measurement by 50%. 

Mech Metrology is now able test screw ring 

gauges and internal threads in house, a job that 

would have been previously subcontracted out. 

The Trimos Horizon Premium has also improved 

MECH Metrology’s output, as well as significantly 

increasing the efficiency of the calibration 

process.

Mr Russell Johnston, Owner of MECH Metrology, 

said: “There are 3 key reasons why we chose to 

invest in the Trimos Horizon Premium; capability, 

capacity and accuracy. We can now calibrate 

more equipment in house than ever, at an even 

higher level of accuracy. In fact, I would estimate 

that the Trimos has improved our certainty of 

measurement by 50%. Speed of process has also 

improved significantly, so we can get more work 

done in less time.”

 Based in Fareham, MECH Metrology and Power 

Tools Ltd has been in business for over 26 years 

as a one-stop-shop for metrology equipment 

and calibration services. In addition to supplying 

businesses with quality branded metrology 

products to meet customers’ gauging, tooling, 

and measurement needs, MECH Metrology also 

offers a fully traceable calibration and repair 

service.

 

“Customers are increasingly looking for a one 

stop solution which we can offer with confidence” 

explains Russell. “Following a request from a 

customer, we simply take the item off the shelf and 

send it straight into the lab for calibration before 

it goes out the door. It’s a perfectly streamlined 

process. Our calibration management system 

ensures that equipment is recalled for calibration 

in a timely manner, customers have access to 

online certification information, and all data is 

electronically held.”

 

The need for quality control is an essential activity 

in most businesses, so it’s important to have 

effective calibration processes in operation. 

The ability to perform accurate measurements 

on a consistent basis can only be achieved if 

instruments used are periodically calibrated 

to designated standards. Mech Metrology 

recognises the importance of being able to offer 

a cost effective and comprehensive calibration 

service to all its clients, and have many customers 

that benefit from calibration management 

services.

 

As part of its ongoing investment in people and 

equipment, MECH Metrology is always looking for 

ways to improve and refine its services. After the 

business received a number of regular calibration 

requests that had to be sub-contracted out, MECH 

Metrology decided to invest in the equipment that 

would ensure they could carry out the requests 

in-house, therefore improving services and 

calibration turn-around times.  Previously using 

an older generation Trimos THV Mini Horizontal, 

MECH Metrology decided it was time for an 

upgrade, which Bowers Group were more than 

happy to provide.

 As a top of the range model designed for workshop 

or laboratory use, the Trimos Horizon Premium 

Length Measuring Machine is ideal for the control 

and calibration of measuring instruments with 

fixed and variable dimensions. All measuring 

ranges are direct, which means that the whole 

measuring range is available without adjustment 

or intermediary re-calibration. A large selection 

of interchangeable accessories completes the 

possible applications and guarantees a correct 

positioning of the instruments to be calibrated. Not only is the Trimos Horizon 

Premium robust and well designed, it is simple to use and offers fast and 

precise checking for optimal and high productivity measuring results.

 

Mr Craig George, Technical Sales Engineer at MECH Metrology, said: “We 

were driven to invest in the Trimos Horizon when we couldn’t carry out some 

of the calibration requests we received internally. We didn’t want to continue 

to have to sub-contract them out, so the Trimos Horizon has solved this issue 

for us. It allows us to carry out far more of our calibration services in house, 

without having to sub-contract out the items we didn’t have the capacity for.

 

The return on investment for the Horizon has been very quick due to the 

demand we have experienced as a business for calibration services. We 

now have a bigger capacity for work, and we can comfortably achieve the 

necessary UKAS accreditation required to meet standards.”

Mr Russell Johnston continues: “The service we have received from Bowers 

Group is always good; Ryan Kingswell has gone out of his way to answer 

any questions we’ve had and is always on hand should we experience any 

issues.”

 

As an independent supplier of metrology solutions to industries including 

general manufacturing and engineering, aerospace, pharmaceutical, oil and 

gas, F1, rail, and transportation, MECH Metrology is able to offer specialist 

advice on a wide variety of metrology solutions and applications. By supplying 

customers with fully calibrated products directly from stock, Mech Metrology 

has earned its excellent reputation as a convenient, reliable, and trustworthy 

supplier and calibration house. As a close regional partner for Bowers Group 

products, MECH Metrology offers a variety of products off the shelf, including 

the world-renowned Moore & Wright product range.

 

Mech Metrology’s calibration management system ensures that equipment 

is automatically recalled when due for servicing, providing on-site calibration 

services at a laboratory accredited to ISO/IEC 17025:2005. Customers can 

expect collection and delivery, fast turnaround, and even online access to 

calibration certificates and records.  

www.bowersgroup.co.uk
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Sunseeker ‘Track’ down 
a quality image

Within the demanding marine sector, the accurate positioning, alignment and 

assembly of components, especially larger, cumbersome elements such as boats’ 

hulls, is a regular and often challenging requirement. 

Famous superyacht builder, Sunseeker has 

eliminated the difficulties associated with these 

tasks following the recent purchase of two 

complementary, laser based technologies from 

FARO UK. The cutting-edge FARO products have 

enabled Sunseeker to significantly reduce its 

build times and to further develop the company’s 

renowned quality standards. 

Examples of Sunseeker’s celebrated luxury 

yachts can be found throughout the world’s 

seas and harbours. Characterised by their 

stunning appearance, superb levels of luxury and 

outstanding performance, the famous company’s 

boats are a product of Sunseeker’s progressive 

design capabilities, the application of first-class 

craftsmanship and the use of advanced materials 

and technologies. 

In order to remain at the technical cutting-edge 

of the boat building industry, the Poole, Dorset 

based company’s management continuously 

searches for innovative new production and 

inspection aids.  For example, given his extensive 

Indy-Car and Formula 1 design experience, 

Sunseeker Composite Development Manager, 

Stuart Jones, was aware of the many advantages 

FARO’s laser based technologies deliver across 

various classes of global motor-sport. Therefore, 

he was confident that FARO products could 

provide Sunseeker with improved levels of speed 

and precision throughout all stages of each boat’s 

build. A successful on-site demonstration of a 

FARO Laser Tracker and a FARO Laser Projection 

System validated Stuart Jones’ opinion.

Put through their paces in the presence of a 

group of relevant Sunseeker staff, the advanced 

FARO equipment was able to prove its impressive 

accuracy and remarkable ease and speed of use. 

As the demonstration verified the FARO systems’ 

ability to considerably reduce boat build times, 

a rapid return on investment was calculated and 

an order was placed for a FARO VantageE Laser 

Tracker, four FARO TracerM Laser Projectors and 

FARO’s CAM2 software.

Now in daily use across a wide variety of tasks, 

as anticipated Sunseeker’s advanced new FARO 

products are making a major contribution to the 

precision and efficiency of the company’s boat 

building activities.

Stuart Jones explained the use of the company’s 

new FARO Vantage Laser Tracker. “Having 

previously utilised conventional, time-consuming 

means of measurement and inspection, we have 

made a quantum leap by using our advanced new 

FARO Vantage Laser Tracker. We are now able 

to rapidly and accurately capture the 3D base 

geometry of, for example our superyacht hulls and 

our large composite components and to ensure 

that they adhere to the designs generated with the 

help of our in-house design and manufacturing 

software. Once obtained, this data is then used 

by our four new FARO Laser Projectors to project 

a variety of key datums, templates and location 

positions onto our hulls, allowing the precise 

fitting of key components during build.

“Having successfully applied it to capturing the 

base geometry of hulls and large composite 

components, the ease of use, accuracy and 

flexibility of our FARO Vantage Laser Tracker, 

meant that within days of its delivery, we 

discovered a multitude of other uses for it. For 

instance, we found that, as it was an extremely 

precise and effective coordinate measurement 

system, we could use it to accurately compare 

many other key components against their original 

software models. Also, because of its relatively 

low weight, portability and robust construction, 

we are now able to bring our FARO Vantage Laser 

Tracker to our suppliers to assist in problem identification and to then 

take the relevant rectification measures.

“As many of our parts have extremely tight tolerances, our tracker 

routines allow us to accurately detect and quantify any deflection 

or change in the geometrical shape of components such as hulls 

that could cause later assembly issues. The use of the precise data 

gathered by our Vantage Laser Tracker means that we are able to 

take early corrective actions and avoid more problematic issues later 

in the build process.”

FARO Vantage Laser Tracker 

Ideal for large-scale 3D measurement applications, FARO’s Vantage 

is a high-performance laser tracker that enable users to maximize 

productivity and reduce inspection cycle times by 50% to 75%. The 

advanced metrology solution significantly increases precision and 

speed across a range of applications including, assembly, alignment, 

part inspection, machine installation and reverse engineering.

Compact, portable and robust, the FARO Vantage offers an array 

of class-leading features, including ActiveSeek™ technology that 

allows the laser trackers to find and follow the target, even after the 

user passes behind obstructions. In addition, the widest field of view 

in the industry gives the user complete freedom to move throughout 

a large measurement envelope.

FARO’s 6th generation iADM - integrated Absolute Distance 

Measurement System ensures exceptional accuracy. Whilst a data 

output rate of 1,000 points per second, means that the Vantage 

provides feedback for high-speed motion control and high-density 

scanning, making it ideal for automated applications.

The Vantage S and E series Laser Trackers are the only portable 

CMM machines that measures angle and distances with a single, 

Class 1 (eye-safe) laser. Whilst measurement reliability is improved 

as errors and drift associated with two-beam tracker technology are 

eliminated.

Stuart Jones continued by explaining Sunseeker’s purchase and use 

of the company’s four new FARO TracerM Laser Projectors. “Having 

identified several key potential applications for FARO’s TracerM, an 

impressive practical demonstration of the laser projection system 

operating in these areas proved its high-precision and speed 

capabilities. 

“We now use our TracerM Laser Projectors to project precise, virtual 

templates that enable datums to be marked. This process allows the 

very accurate location of critical components such as bulkheads, 

longitudinal elements, stringers and engine beds. The benefit 

of the use of the FARO projections are that we are able to quickly 

and accurately complete the ‘right-first-tine’ positioning of these 

important features in all three dimensions. The precision we achieve 

in establishing an accurate, solid base at this stage of a boat’s build 

provides many benefits later in the process. 

“In addition to the accuracy benefits our TracerM’s have delivered 

to our build procedures, they have significantly reduced our build 

times. The installation of wire-looms located on our deck liners is 
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a typical example of the time savings we have 

achieved. Previously two people would have 

manually marked out the cable routes with a tape 

measure and marked their routes with marker 

pens, returning later to then fit the looms in situ. 

Now, our TracerM’s projects our wire-loom design 

model onto the deck liner surface and the cable 

mounts and looms are then fitted in one rapid, 

accurate procedure.

“The fitting of our liners, which had previously 

been a bottleneck in the build, were subsequently 

reduced by two days. Added to this, the use of our 

laser projectors has been instrumental in avoiding 

problems such as cable pinching during final 

assembly.

FARO TracerM Laser Projector

FARO launched the ingenious TracerM laser 

projection system with the intentions of removing 

the need for physical templates, increasing users’ 

precision capabilities, eliminating the risk of 

human errors and reducing the expensive delays 

associated with the alignment and assembly of 

large components

FARO’s TracerM uses customers’ existing 3D CAD 

models to projects a 0.5mm wide laser line onto 

a 2D or 3D target surface or object, creating an 

extremely accurate virtual template that enables 

the fast, accurate positioning of components with 

absolute confidence. Users are able to rapidly 

create virtual and collaborative 3D templates 

that help to streamline assembly and production 

applications, improve productivity and enhance 

quality functions. 

The ingenious system features precise, variable 

and long-range projection capabilities that cover 

an envelope of up to 15.2 x 15.2 meters. For larger 

assemblies and for use in space-constrained 

areas, multiple TracerM projectors can be 

controlled from a single workstation to provide 

large-scale virtual templates within a single 

coordinate system. 

Advanced Trajectory Control (ATC) is use by the 

TracerM to deliver fast projections. ATC provides 

superior dynamic accuracy and a rapid refresh 

rate which minimises flicker. 

The TracerM uses BuildIT Projector, an easy 

to use, intuitive software solution that is able 

to be operated by both knowledgeable or less 

inexperienced staff. BuildIT Projector is able to 

import native CAD from all major formats (CATIA, 

Siemens NX, SolidWorks, PTC Creo, AutoCAD 

DXF/DWG, etc.).  The software’s capabilities 

cover the creation of the projections together with 

the configuration and operation of the projectors 

and their alignment features.

Sunseeker Manufacturing Engineering Manager, 

Steve Efford concluded. “Our association with 

FARO has proven to be extremely productive. 

Not only have we been very impressed with the 

efficiency and precision gains we have made 

through the use of FARO’s technology, we have 

also been impressed with the levels of service we 

have received from FARO UK’s knowledgeable 

staff. For instance, through working closely with 

FARO’s Sales Engineer, our staff have quickly 

become proficient in our new FARO equipment’s 

use. With FARO’s help we have been able 

to quickly develop a range of manufacturing 

methodologies that have improved our precision 

capabilities and also reduced our build times, for 

instance, by using FARO’s large range scanner we 

have found we can capture data from boat moulds 

or hulls and have a full colour map of points all in 

under an hour. 

“Every application we have used our new FARO 

equipment on has sparked new thoughts for 

additional tracking and projecting opportunities. 

To further exploit the potential of our new FARO 

equipment we are already working on several 

future projects. 

www.faro.com 
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Subcontract Focus

Double in Size!
In the last eight years, Cumbernauld-based contract machining specialist Cowie Engineering has 

doubled annual turnover, increased headcount from 13 to 24 and acquired an adjacent factory unit 

of equal size to the original, raising the total floor area to 9,500 sq ft. During that time, the number of 

vertical machining centres (VMCs) on the shop floor, all of which are from Hurco, has also doubled to 

10. Additionally, a Hurco 10-inch chuck CNC lathe has been on-site since 2011.

The latest Hurco addition was a VMX60SRTi 

5-axis VMC with swivelling spindle head and flush 

rotary table, a design that is providing maximum 

working volume for single set-up machining of 

larger parts for the oil and gas industry. 

It is also allowing the subcontractor to gain 

extra contracts from the motorsport sector, 

particularly for the production of high tolerance 

components in one hit from materials ranging 

from stainless and other steels to aluminium 

and plastics. The use of linear scales rather than 

encoders for positional feedback from the linear 

axes, together with Renishaw part probing and 

tool length setting, provide the elevated levels 

of precision demanded in race car construction. 

Tolerances held are from typically ± 0.05 mm 

down to 8 or 9 microns total. It has necessitated 

the installation of a new coordinate measuring 

machine, an Aberlink ‘Axiom too’, in a 

temperature-controlled room and a full-time 

inspector has been appointed to verify that F1 

components coming off all the Hurcos and other 

machine tools are compliant.

Prior to the VMX60SRTi, the most recent VMC 

additions in 2018 were two of the manufacturer’s 

latest generation VM10i machining centres, one 

of which has a 4th axis. They were preceded by 

the arrival of a VMX42t and a VM2, both of which 

were installed in 2016 equipped with Hurco 

4th axis rotary tables. Other equipment in use 

includes seven more lathes 

and a Sodick CNC wire 

erosion machine.

Ross and Grant Cowie, 

sons of company founder 

Rodger, together with his 

wife Cathie and daughter 

Julie (who has just qualified 

as a chartered accountant) 

all work full-time in the 

business. It was established 

in 1999 and at the start all 

machining was carried out 

on manual mills and a lathe. 

However it was less than 

two years before the first 

CNC machine arrived, a second-hand Hurco 

BMC25 with a 1,050 x 500 mm table, which 

allowed larger and more complex components 

to be produced. 

The North Lanarkshire company has 

standardised on this make of VMC ever since 

due to the reliability of that early model together 

with the speed and user-friendliness of the 

conversational control, originally Ultimax and 

now called WinMAX. It was and still is ideal for 

producing the subcontractor’s small batches of 

one-off up to 50-off. 

Other Hurco machines followed; a VMX30 in 

2011 which replaced the original VMC, a Hurco 

BMC4020 with 1,220 x 510 mm table in 2004, a 

VMX64 with an even larger table and 4th axis in 

2009 and a pair of smaller VM1 models shortly 

afterwards.

The type of work undertaken by the ISO9001-

accredited firm has changed over time. Early 

contracts were mainly in mining, defence, 

construction and bottling as well as in food and 

switchgear, but more business now comes from 

the latter two sectors as well as motorsport, the 

electrical industry in general and increasingly 

oil and gas, which now appears to be emerging 

strongly from a marked and sustained downturn.

New also in Cumbernauld in the last couple 

of years has been the installation of an off-line 

CADCAM system from OneCNC. Previously, 

all programs for the VMCs were created at the 

Ultimax / WinMAX controls using touch-screen 

conversational menus, sometimes with direct 

input of DXF data to describe more complex 

geometry. 

Now, with the arrival of the CAD package, 

sections of ISO blocks can be extracted and 

inserted anywhere within a conversationally 

created cycle, any number of times, to stitch 

together a complete part program using the NC 

Merge feature within WinMAX. It considerably 

advances the subcontractor’s programming 

capability. 

Further useful features within the latest version of 

the Windows-based WinMAX software exploited 

by Cowie Engineering include Mill Polygon, 

which facilitates milling a multi-sided contour 

with equal-length sides; and Mill Slot, which 

creates a slot defined by a line or an arc segment 

and a width, the slot ends being round or square. 

Swept Surface functionality built into the control 

also continues to be used frequently. It allows a 

2D surface to be moved along a contour to create 

smooth 3D geometries within one conversational 

data block.

Company director Ross Cowie commented, “We 

have historically machined a lot of stainless steel, 

particularly for the food industry, and the material 

still accounts for around a fifth of throughput.

“Lately, new contracts have introduced diverse 

engineering steels as well as challenging alloys 

such as Duplex, Inconel and titanium, plus more 

aluminium and plastics.

“We use our Hurco 4th axis tables regularly to gain 

access to parts for machining on multiple sides, 

hopefully in one hit. We position them individually 

with or without a tailstock, or alternatively mount 

multiple parts on a trunnion for indexing. 

Sometimes we machine components requiring 

full simultaneous 4-axis cycles.”

Today, the subcontractor is renowned for its 

quick turnaround and high quality work. The third 

trainee since 2011 has started his apprenticeship 

and the first two are established members of staff, 

helping to assuage a lack of skilled operators in 

Scotland, a difficulty that is mirrored across the 

whole of the UK. Continued success into the 

future will be secured by the firm’s track record 

of business retention, some current customers 

having been served by the subcontractor since 

the very early days.

www.hurco.co.uk
www.cowieengineering.com
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Grinding

FT Gearing Count on Studer Grinders  

The Count is now 16! 
Quality has been described as an on-going process of building and sustaining 

relationships by assessing, anticipating and fulfilling stated and or implied needs.

Never has this definition been more appropriate 

than when applied to Aldershot based FT Gearing 

Systems Ltd. In addition to establishing long-term 

relationships with its customers, the renowned 

manufacturer of gear technology and high-

precision components also enjoys enduring 

associations with a small number of carefully 

chosen machine tool suppliers.

Since the company’s inception in 1978, to ensure 

the efficiency and premium quality of its output, 

and to further expand its range of proficiencies, 

the business has pursued a policy of regularly 

investing in the best available manufacturing 

technologies. This prudent strategy has helped 

FT Gearing to earn an excellent international 

reputation and enabled it to broaden its customer 

base. In addition to its principle, global aerospace 

and defence industry customer base, FT Gearing 

now serves an increasing variety of businesses 

across several equally challenging, diverse 

industrial sectors.

When involved in the production of premium 

quality gear technology and high precision 

components, two of the most important technical 

prerequisites are, the ability to achieve demanding 

dimensional tolerances and to impart the required 

surface finish characteristics to workpieces. To 

ensure that FT Gearing Systems consistently 

delivers in each of these challenging areas, and 

to maintain maximum levels of efficiency, the 

company has developed close relationships with 

the Swiss Grinding Machine manufacturer Studer 

and the company’s UK agent, Advanced Grinding 

Supplies Ltd. 

Over several years, FT Gearing Systems’ 

continuous expansion has led to regular additional 

investments in the Swiss machines, resulting in the 

company now operating 16 Studer CNC Grinders - 

the largest collection of Studer Grinders owned by 

a single UK company. 

To further improve production efficiencies, the 

business has established five satellite production 

units that are co-located to its Impressive HQ. Each 

facility is dedicated to a separate manufacturing 

function. FT Gearing Systems’ most recently 

opened production unit specialises in high-

precision grinding. The advanced, temperature 

controlled facility houses the company’s 16 Studer 

CNC Grinders.  

Explaining the company’s loyalty to the Studer 

brand and the reasons for the new Grinding 

facility, FT Gearing Systems’ Managing Director 

Graham Fitzgerald said: “In addition to other 

challenging customers, we manufacture and 

supply both domestic and overseas defence and 

aerospace companies with a wide range of safety 

critical components, such as gears, miniature 

gearboxes, fuel pumps, engine controls, wing 

surface actuators and instrumentation. 

“Given the sectors we deal with, quality is in the 

very DNA of FT Gearing Systems and permeates 

every aspect of our work. A major part of our 

quality philosophy is to provide our highly skilled 

staff with the best available machine tools and 

to maintain close relationships with our machine 

tools suppliers.

“A perfect example of our use of premium 

quality production aids is our use of our range of 

advanced Studer CNC Grinders. These technically 

superior machines are able to consistently 

deliver levels of accuracy and repeatability that 

conventional grinding machines are unable to 

achieve. For instance, through the use of Studer 

technology we are able to accomplish sub-micron 

total cylindricity results on 35mm diameter gear 

journals, we can also achieve 0.08um levels of 

surface finish and gear flatness to 3 light bands.

“To enable grinding to sub-micron dimensional 

tolerances we recently installed our Studer CNC 

machines in a new, temperature controlled 

grinding facility. To guarantee the highest possible 

levels of quality and productivity, we also use 

the best available grinding consumables and 

accessories. Therefore, as well as purchasing 

our Studer Grinders from Advanced Grinding 

Supplies, we also rely on the company for items 

such as Diamond Dressing Tools, Precision 

Centres, Abrasives / Grinding Wheels, Coolant 

Filter Media and Air Filtration Systems.

“Our Studer CNC Grinders provide excellent 

levels of precision, surface finish and reliability, 

they also deliver outstanding levels of production. 

Even though we have always been delighted with 

the performance of our Studer machines, mindful 

of the possibility of technical developments made 

by other manufacturers, in the past we have 

considered other brands. Although, each time we 

have been able to specify a Studer Grinder that 

perfectly meets our needs and that outperforms 

the alternatives.” 

The Swiss business, Fritz Studer AG was 

established in 1912. Now an acknowledged leader 

in its chosen sector, the company manufactures 

premium quality grinding machines for the 

internal and external cylindrical grinding of small 

and medium sized work pieces. Studer’s core 

strength lies in the production of machines for 

the efficient grinding of single, small and medium 

sized production runs.

Peter Harding of Advanced Grinding Supplies 

concluded. “As exclusive sales agents for Studer 

Grinding Machines in the South of England 

and in South Wales, we have established a 

strong working relationship with FT Gearing. In 

cooperation with FT Gearing Systems’ Managing 

Director Graham Fitzgerald, I have been pleased 

to assist in specifying each new Studer machine 

so that it exactly meets FT Gearings demanding 

needs. 

“In addition to the staff of Advanced Grinding 

Supplies being available to offer technical 

assistance to FT Gearing Systems, we also 

provide the business with a full range of additional 

equipment. These consumables, including 

tooling, help the company to maximise the 

performance its Studer Grinders.” 

www.adgrind.com 
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Automotive Supplier Foucs

Successful Teamwork 
at Mercedes-Benz 

Thanks to the close cooperation between the specialists from Mercedes-

Benz, the machine manufacturer and MAPAL, significant progress was made 

when a new production line for machining engine blocks was designed.  

Manufacturing engines requires the highest level 

of precision. In order to ensure the best-possible 

engine properties, the corresponding surfaces 

in the engine block must be machined with the 

utmost accuracy. They have a complex geometry 

and numerous key characteristics (KC) for which 

the highest tolerance classes must be reliably 

observed. Depending on the engine type, 

these include multiple H7 fits, various areas with 

accuracy specifications less than 15 µm as well 

as chamfers with tight tolerances, including a 

20° chamfer with an outlet, for which an angle 

tolerance of just ± 0.025° (1’ 30”) must be 

observed while meeting the high requirements in 

terms of surface quality at the same time. Aside 

from all the accuracy, the focus is also on cost-

effective manufacturing.

Only manageable with actuating tools

A first line for machining these engine blocks 

was commissioned in 2011. When planning a 

second line, the persons responsible drew on 

their experience with the first line. They identified 

the machining of the bores for the cylinder 

liner adapters as particularly challenging. The 

machining was divided into two stations: one for 

pre-machining and one for fine machining. 

To this end, MAPAL has developed complex 

actuating tools that are equipped with up to 20 

indexable inserts, including ISO inserts and 

custom inserts. The actuating tools feature a 

tool body in monoblock design. The HSK-160 

connection shows an enlarged face surface 

with a diameter of 200 mm. One tool weighs a 

total of up to 60 kg. Despite the connection and 

a tool length of 380 mm, it must be ensured 

that the tool has a radial run-out accuracy of 3 

µm. The slides are actuated by a drawbar via 

an additional NC axis in the machine controller. 

It had to be integrated in the HSK connection 

and suitable for the automatic tool change. 

This challenge was solved with a high-precision 

bayonet coupling. It is used to couple the 

drawbar automatically during a tool change. 

 Inside the tool, the movements of the drawbar 

are transferred to the slides by means of carbide 

ramps. In order to achieve the required quantities, 

three bores are machined simultaneously with 

three spindles. The three tools per machine 

are each assigned to a particular spindle, thus 

ensuring process reliability. For each tool, there 

is a sister tool and a further reserve tool for 

regular maintenance work and repairs at MAPAL.

Given that the tools have to be manufactured 

with great precision, the amount of manual 

manufacturing work at MAPAL was very high. 

For example, the slide shafts in the tool body 

were lapped by hand, and the accuracy of the 

drawbar mechanics had to satisfy the highest 

requirements in terms of precision. The manual 

working time for each of these tools alone 

amounted to multiple man weeks. 

Replacing the cutting edges and adjusting 

the tools outside of the machine

With machining operations like these, the cutting 

edges of such tools are usually replaced and 

adjusted in the working area of the machine. 

Due to the cooling lubricant, this is not only 

uncomfortable for the machine operator, the 

machine also cannot produce during this time. 

In three-shift operation and with three tools per 

machine, this downtime would amount to three 

to four hours per day.

Together with the employees from Mercedes-

Benz and the machine manufacturer, MAPAL 

consequently developed a concept for an 

automatic tool change and for adjusting the 

tools outside of the machine. This may sound 

mundane at first, as this is quite a normal 

procedure with machining systems. However, 

the dimensions of the tools alone indicate the 

extent of the challenge in this case. Given that 

a machine with an automatic tool change for 

this type of machining and these dimensions is 

a world first, the project required a great deal of 

innovative spirit and the courage to try out new 

things from all project partners.

Unique setting fixtures for hanging tools

In an effort to ensure that the external adjustment 

is as simple as possible, MAPAL developed 

the corresponding devices for transporting, 

adjusting and maintaining the tools. This included 

a handling solution for inserting and replacing 

tools in the magazine, as the tools are inserted 

into the machining system 

while hanging, which is 

quite unusual. Due to the 

high tool weight of around 

60 kg, the effort of just 

“turning over” the tool twice 

manually would have put 

the personnel under a lot of 

strain. When working with 

such a weight, the safety 

aspect also plays a major 

role. Furthermore, there 

would have been a risk that 

the tool could be damaged in the process. This is 

why MAPAL realised two unique setting fixtures 

into which the tools are inserted in a hanging 

position. A cart for hanging transport between 

the machining system and the setting fixture was 

also developed. The tools are thus transported 

and adjusted in the same position in which they 

are used in the machining system.

The measurement results determined on the 

setting fixtures are transmitted directly to an 

RFID data medium on the tool. The controller of 

the machining system reads it out when the tools 

are inserted. This way, the machine can readjust 

some of the important measurements using the 

actuating slides during machining. As from the 

second workpiece, the results of the routine 

QA measurement are taken into account. This 

closed quality control loop for the tools was a 

high priority for Mercedes-Benz. 

Overall, the line was commissioned as planned. 

The tools fulfil their tasks in accordance with 

all specifications, and the engine blocks are 

now manufactured with great precision on the 

production line.

/www.mapal.com/en/
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More than a Tool Supplier  
TM Specialist Engineers turns to MSC to drive down consumable spend

TM Specialist Engineers, a market leader in the field of sub-contract heavy steel fabrication and 

large part precision machining, is working with MSC Industrial Supply Co. (MSC), a leading national 

supplier of metalworking and maintenance, repair and operations (MRO) products and services, to 

help it reduce its consumable spend. 

Having previously known MSC as a tooling 

supplier, TM Engineers is now benefitting from 

the unrivalled expertise of MSC’s application 

engineering team which is helping it become 

more efficient and profitable. This includes 

analysing its processes in order to implement 

optimum production strategies and providing 

CNC programming support to help convert 

engineering drawings into CNC code.  

Established in 1948, TM Engineers has one 

of the UK’s largest fabrication and machining 

facilities producing highly bespoke, heavy steel 

fabricated and machined parts for many sectors 

within manufacturing and engineering including 

nuclear, marine, sub-sea gas and oil, military 

and automotive.

Andrew Garton, operations director at TM 

Engineers, said: “The MSC team is opening our 

eyes to a better way of working by providing 

strategic production advice and helping us drive 

down our consumable spend. Unless you have 

someone like MSC come into your business and 

advise you on the modern technologies that are 

available, that do the same job but better, more 

efficiently and give you superior finishes, all while 

improving your process time – Unless someone 

tells you that this exists, you’re not to know.

“We are discovering MSC to be far more than a 

catalogue supplier and look forward to seeing 

how much more efficient we will become over 

the coming months.”   

MSC continues to experience significant growth 

and is being recognised more and more for its 

ability to provide a complete solution to UK 

manufacturing businesses. 

Dave Darby, managing director at MSC, said: 

“This is another great example of MSC being a 

true partner to its customers, transforming the 

way they operate and helping them realise cost 

savings and generate more capacity so they 

can take on additional work and become more 

profitable.” 

MSC works with a number of high-profile 

businesses from the aerospace, automotive 

and precision engineering sectors, including 

Gardner Aerospace, JW Kane, Arrowsmith and 

Bromford Industries.

www.mscdirect.co.uk
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Machine Tool: 5-Axis

Future Proof
Best in class aspirations 

The success of a Heckert HEC 800 X5 five-axis machining centre on titanium machining 

at Hyde Group’s Hollygate Aircraft Components has subsequently led to the installation of 

a similar Heckert machine at sister Group company Victoria Production Engineering, for 

processing stainless steel parts.

Both X5s, supplied by Starrag UK, have enabled 

the companies to ‘work smarter’ by introducing 

twin-pallet machining instead of single-

station, three-axis working. This provides for 

unprecedented utilisation levels due to the fact the 

machines’ twin pallets enable efficient extended 

hours of machining. 

In addition, not only do the machines’ attributes 

such as integrated spindle monitoring, high-

pressure coolant and excellent swarf removal 

allow for unmanned working, but the improved 

toolholding stability has also led to improved tool 

life.

Both companies are part of the Aero Products 

division of the Hyde Group – the North West-

based leading engineering service provider that 

specialises in design, manufacture, tooling and 

support for a global blue-chip customer base 

that includes such companies as Airbus, BAE 

Systems, Boeing, Embraer, GKN Aerospace, 

Leonardo, MBDA and Rolls-Royce.

Paul Mellor, Divisional Technical Director, explains 

how rising demand for the titanium workpiece at 

Stockport-based Hollygate spurred the search 

for “an improved way of working where we could 

effectively gain more from the same” in terms 

of replacing machine-for-machine in terms of 

floorspace and manpower requirements, which 

led to the installation of the initial Heckert HEC 

800 X5.

“Rising order volumes for this long-standing 

contract meant we had to look at becoming more 

productive,” he says. “It’s all part of the Group’s 

quest for continuous improvement, and one of 

my roles is to work with all ten companies in the 

Division on investment plans which will meet both 

current and forecast demands as well as ensure 

we are installing fit-for-purpose and value-for-

money production machinery.

“Our request for process improvements, using 

a test piece requiring heavy roughing, pocket 

machining, long-edge profiling, and face and 

plunge milling - was originally sent to six potential 

machine suppliers and Starrag was the only one 

that could meet the brief.”

He continues: “We’ve been cutting titanium for 

over 30 years so seeing Starrag’s proposals 

for process improvement – based around the 

implementation of different feeds and speeds, for 

example, as well as the use of a trunnion table for 

four-/five-axis working - were ‘very interesting’, 

bearing in mind the components in question had 

been designed for three-axis machining. 

“In fact, Starrag liaised closely with our engineers 

and everyone else involved (such as the tooling 

and fixturing suppliers) in order to, as Starrag 

says, ‘Engineer precisely what you value’, and the 

machine’s advanced spindle monitoring, high-

pressure coolant and superb swarf evacuation all 

lend themselves to excellent levels of productivity. 

“We chose the five-axis Heckert HEC 800 X5 with 

an uprated gear-driven spindle because not only 

did we want improved access to certain machined 

features on this existing part (thanks to five-axis 

working), but we also needed a certain amount 

of future-proofing in terms of spindle power for 

potential new work and to take advantage of any 

improvements in tooling technology.” 

With axis travels of 1,450 mm by 1,100 mm by 

1,300 mm, the Heckert HEC 800 X5 not only easily 

accommodates the existing titanium workpiece 

but there’s also capacity for additional, larger five-

axis work utilising its 80-position tool magazine 

and 800 mm by 1,000 mm pallets which can 

accommodate 1,200 kg loads.

Mr Mellor, who has been with the Group for 24 

years starting as a machine programmer/operator 

in 1995 and appointed Divisional Technical 

Director in 2007, outlines how similar process 

improvement strategies were employed for the 

stainless steel workpieces being machined by 

Victoria Production Engineering in Manchester.

“Two aspects were of particular 

significance,” he says. “These were 

Starrag’s introduction of the use of 

special hydraulic ‘sleeve’ clamping 

(via the machine’s hydraulics 

system) to consistently hold – yet 

not deform - the thin-wall tubular 

parts, and the application of long-

reach angle milling heads on the 

Heckert HEC 800 X5.

“The Heckert machine is used solely for 

internal milling on these pre-turned workpieces. 

The angle milling heads, of either 280 mm or 

375 mm long, reach into the workpieces and 

perform all milling tasks. The heads are held 

and automatically changed via the machine’s 

toolchanger.”

Mr Mellor concludes: “We want best-in-class 

in everything we do as a Group; we’re always 

looking to improve – hence our six-year Sharing 

In Growth programme that has focused on 

reduced lead times, on-time delivery and right 

first time production, and which has impacted 

all departments. This is now being followed by 

the Group-wide quest for the SC21 performance 

standard initiative, which embraces the 

importance of high standard quality and delivery 

measures.

“It’s all about producing components right first 

time, every time, and the Starrag machines and 

processes are fine examples of how we do that.”

www.starrag.com
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Tooling

Maztech Puts its
Confidence in Tooling

As far as subcontract machine shops are concerned, Maztech Precision Engineering 

(MPE), genuinely is a trailblazer. Founded by Managing Director Wayne Bouchier 

at the youthful age of 25, the Letchworth Company has purchased four Mazak 

machining centres that includes a VTC-530C, an i-500 and the jewel in the crown, 

an i-300 AWC 5-axis 32 pallet machine that runs unmanned around the clock. 

However, the journey to acquiring high-end 

machine tools was certainly an uphill struggle; as 

the entrepreneur started the business with little 

more than loans, family support, some good 

faith from Mazak, a sprinkle of luck and truck 

loads of hard work and determination. Six years 

later, the combination of hard work, research 

and experience has been combined with some 

innovative business nous that has seen Maztech 

invest in the right choice of machine tools from 

Mazak, high-end CAM software from OPEN 

MIND and of critical importance – reliable, 

consistent high-quality cutting tools from 

Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC).   

 

Recalling the early days of the business and how 

the relationship with the Tamworth cutting tool 

experts transpired, Wayne said: “During the first 3 

to 4 years of business, we relied largely upon one 

prominent tooling vendor as well as a few smaller 

vendors, the combination gave us access to a 

wide range of products that would suit our initial 

needs as a small business. The primary supplier 

continually promised us a vending machine, 

which never materialised. Simultaneously, 

the price of tooling kept fluctuating. As a small 

subcontract manufacturer, we sometimes 

factor the cost of tooling into our work, so ever-

changing prices were unacceptable. Instead of 

inviting every cutting tool sales rep to our site 

to conduct countless time-consuming trials, 

we asked 10 vendors to work with us on one  

single job.”

 Applying this novel and efficient route to selecting 

the most appropriate tooling vendor, Maztech 

had an EN24 component for the MoD that was 

required in a volume of 300-off. Utilising one of 

its 5-axis Mazak machining centres and high-

performance CAM software from OPEN MIND, 

each steel cover component required over 10 

minutes of continuous trochoidal roughing. So, 

Maztech asked the 10 leading vendors to supply 

a couple of their leading 5-flute solid carbide end 

mills to test. Each tool from each vendor was run 

at identical high-speed and feed parameters that 

had been agreed with each of the 10 cutting tool 

engineers from the various suppliers.

 As Mr Bouchier continues: “Every company 

claims to have the best cutting tools, so we really 

put that theory, and the confidence of the reps to 

the test. This was a genuine test of carbide quality 

and the performance of the tool geometries. I ran 

every single tool until it broke, I then recorded 

the data and tried the next tool – that was the 

fairest way of conducting the trials.  The contrast 

in performance was staggering. We had one end 

mill that lasted just 30 seconds. However, most 

of the leading names in the industry machined 5, 

6 or 7 parts, with some of the best performers 

reaching 10 finished parts before failure. The 

second-best tool managed to cut its way through 

14 parts before failure, which we considered very 

good performance when measured against all 

the previously tried brands. However, the ITC tool 

was in a completely different league!! ITC’s Gary 

Bambrick supplied the ITC Widia 577C 5-flute 

solid carbide end mill and it blew everything else 

out of the water!”

 

“The ITC Widia 577C completed 25 parts before 

performance started to diminish. Despite the 

deteriorating performance, the end mill just 

would not break. It was genuinely unbelievable. 

Basically, with the Widia tools, the carbide is so 

good that they hang on for dear life, they just do 

not break. When you have absolutely ‘thrashed 

the arse out of it,’ all the flutes might fall off and 

the remaining rod may weld itself to the part, 

but they will not break. They are unbelievable. 

This was a definitive measure of just how good 

the quality of the carbide is, and it put an end to 

countless reps calling upon us,” Mr Bouchier 

pronounces. Following this testing process, 

Maztech introduced ITC Widia solid carbide end 

mills to other components at its facility. “Over 

20% of our work is EN24 and another 20 to 30% 

is stainless steel, so we rapidly introduced ITC’s 

solid carbide tools to all our steel parts. Based on 

the performance of the ITC Widia 577C, we felt 

confident that we could roll them out throughout 

our machine shop. I probably didn’t give ITC and 

Gary the ‘fairest of opportunities’ in the early 

days, but the 577C trial changed all that.”

 

“The next step was to try the aluminium cutters 

and it has just grown from there. In the last 

couple of years, we have implemented ITC’s 

deburring tools, thread rolling taps, ball nosed 

end mills, through coolant drills and much 

more. We only use solid carbide tooling - and 

ITC now supplies 99% of our cutting tools. The 

remaining one percent will be tools that ITC do 

not manufacture. Our decision to work almost 

solely with ITC has been fully justified. We used 

to spend upward of £3000 per month on cutting 

tools, ITC has helped us to half this cost. Whilst a 

50% cost reduction is impressive, what is more 

impressive is that we have doubled the size of 

our business, our productivity and our output in 

the last two years since introducing ITC. So, in 

real terms, without ITC, our tooling costs would 

be 4 to 5 times higher than what they actually are 

today,” says Wayne. 

 

A complete service

One reason behind ITC now claiming 99% of 

the tooling supply at Maztech is the service. 

As Wayne continues: “We machine 1000 steel 
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blocks every 6-weeks for one aerospace 

customer and this job requires rough machining 

of 2-inch cube sections. We were using a long 

series 5-flute, 10mm diameter solid carbide end 

mill with a 42mm flute length and chipbreaker 

from our previous, and unreliable supplier. At 

that point, ITC didn’t have a 42mm flute tool with 

the dimensions we required, but they produced 

one for us. The performance of the ITC 5-flute 

10mm diameter tool was comparable to that 

of the previous tool, so ITC revised the tool to 

extend tool life from 40 parts per tool to 50 parts 

per tool. This is a great testament to their service 

support.”

 

“As a company, we are running 7-days a week, 

so we have a consignment stock of ITC tools and 

we try to keep a minimum of ten of each type 

of tool in stock. Since, Gary and ITC have been 

involved in our cutting tool inventory, we initially 

slashed the number of different tools we used, 

by introducing more multi-application tools. 

As time has progressed, we have increased 

the diversity of the inventory levels to meet our 

ever-changing workload. To retain an element 

of standardisation, we try to keep a uniform tool 

library on all four machines. Each machine has 

the same 26 standard tools, which suits the 30 

to 40 tool capacity of the machines. The only 

exception is the 32-pallet machine that has 145 

tool stations.”

 

Looking to the future, Maztech is venturing into 

the realms of indexable cutting tools. Again, ITC 

has been on-hand to support the aerospace, 

automotive and motorsport subcontract 

manufacturer. As Wayne says: “We have tried 

a few of the ITC indexable tools and we’ve had 

some good results too, especially with the Widia 

VSM490. We’ve been cutting stainless steel dry 

with a 50mm diameter 5-insert VSM490 face mill 

and that has been very good.”

 “We did a few trials from numerous suppliers 

and we found the Widia VSM490 face mill from 

ITC halved our tool spend on the inserts and it 

also made an improvement to tool life. Basically, 

we were taking a 5mm DoC in Stainless 304 

and the ITC indexable reduced tooling costs by 

15% and improved tool life by over 20%. This is 

a big saving on a job that is produced in batches 

of 150-off at least four times a year. The first-op 

machining time is 50 minutes per part with the 

VSM490 face mill with a second op that requires 

another 40 minutes of machining, so ITC is again 

delivering huge benefits,” concludes Wayne.

www.itc-ltd.co.uk
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Surface Testing

Fair Play 
on the Fairway

Currently celebrating the 40th anniversary of its establishment, Mitutoyo UK has earned 

an excellent reputation for the accuracy and quality of its products and the wide range of 

metrology and testing disciplines it covers.

Within the fields of contour and surface 

roughness measurement, Mitutoyo services the 

needs of many hi-tech industries, such as the 

aerospace, automotive and medical sectors. In 

addition, the company provides non-engineering 

business, that have their own specific contour 

and surface roughness measuring demands, 

with an extensive range of contour and surface 

roughness instruments.

A recent Mitutoyo contour and surface roughness 

instrument installation demonstrates the diverse 

nature of the company’s customer base and also 

helps to illustrates the rigorous conformance 

standards applied to golfing equipment.

Situated close to the home of golf near St 

Andrews, The R&A engages in and supports 

activities undertaken for the benefit of the sport 

of golf. Together with the USGA, The R&A governs 

the sport of golf worldwide, operating in separate 

jurisdictions while sharing a commitment to 

a single code for the Rules of Golf, Rules of 

Amateur Status and Equipment Standards.

The R&A’s Equipment Standards role can 

be divided into three main areas - evaluating 

submissions of new equipment for conformance 

to the Rules of Golf; conducting fundamental 

research into the science of golf and constantly 

reviewing the equipment rules to ensure that 

they remain relevant to today’s equipment and 

that they continue to ensure that skill remains the 

dominant determinant of success.

The rules and specifications related to golf clubs 

are divided into five separate categories, club 

(general), shaft, grip, clubhead and club face. 

Having used a previous generation Mitutoyo 

Formtracer instrument for measuring the impact 

area markings on club faces for some years, 

the organisation recently took delivery of the 

newly launched, advanced Mitutoyo Formtracer 

Avant model. The Formtracer Avant is now being 

used to precisely measure the profiles, widths, 

depths, edge radii and the separation distances 

of the of the grooves located on golf club faces’ 

impact areas, against the relevant specifications 

as detailed in the Equipment Rules. In addition, 

as the Formtracer Avant is a flexible hybrid 

instrument, it is also used to inspect the surface 

finish of club face’s impact areas against the 

Equipment Rules.

“Each week we receive 30 - 40 submissions 

of new equipment for evaluation against The 

Equipment Rules”. Explained Assistant Director 

- Research and Testing at The R&A, Andrew 

Johnson. “We use a wide range of precise 

testing procedures, depending on the product 

categories submitted for assessment, to ensure 

that manufacturers’ submitted equipment does 

not exceed the set limits.

“Our previously purchased Mitutoyo Formtracer 

has proven to be reliable and has provided 

the levels of accuracy and ease of use that we 

needed. Replacing it with the new Avant model 

will help to ensure that we are able to keep-pace 

with the high-volumes of contour and surface 

roughness testing.”

Mitutoyo Form Measuring Systems are available 

for efficiently assessing a range of complex 

shapes and to provide a wide range of accurate 

surface roughness readings. 

The innovative Mitutoyo Formtracer Avant series 

avoids the need to invest in two separate devices, 

as it is able to convert from a surface roughness 

measuring instrument into a contour measuring 

device and vice versa within seconds.

The easy to operate, benchtop machines feature 

a motorised granite column and stand, plus 

a remote control box that enables quick and 

accurate machine positioning. Fast, accurate 

CNC operation further aids efficient operation.

The flexible Formtracer Avant C-3000 series 

boasts a large vertical range, high resolution 

and a built-in drive unit inclination mechanism, 

allowing easy measurement of a large workpiece. 

Also, as an advanced hybrid instrument, it is 

able to deliver precise surface roughness and 

contour measuring results across a wide range 

of objects, including those with small features.

Complementing the Formtracer Avant’s robust 

and accurate hardware, Mitutoyo’s dedicated 

analysis software interprets and displays both 

contour and surface roughness measurement 

results in the quick and efficient manner that 

is required in busy testing facilities and quality 

control departments.

IDSurface Testing
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Milling

Innovation extends 
its advantage

Making changes to what is your most popular product can pose significant risk, but in the case of 

CERATIZIT Group’s SilverLine solid carbide milling cutters, taking those calculated risks has paid 

significant dividends for customers with improved performance from the totally updated range.  

SilverLine has been part of the WNT product 

range for over 10 years, so it was time to look 

again at this key product and update it not only 

with the latest in cutting tool technology, but also 

expand its application range with new cutters 

being added to the already extensive portfolio. 

While cautious not to make change for change’s 

sake, the development team was tasked with 

improving the three key elements that give a 

solid carbide tool high performance, namely 

the carbide substrate, coating and geometry. 

The changes made to all three elements in 

SilverLine work in harmony to deliver significant 

improvements in metal removal rates and tool 

life.

Ensuring that this latest version of Silverline 

exceeded customer expectations was vital to 

its success, the popularity of the original cutters 

meant that any loss in performance would 

have a significant impact on sales. To prove 

that SilverLine was a ‘good tool made even 

better’ extensive field trials were undertaken in 

Germany, the test results speak for themselves 

as this example at longstanding SilverLine 

user Heinz Knöpfle GmbH highlights. Over its 

history Heinz Knöpfle GmbH has changed from 

a manufacturer of low-volume parts for the 

special-purpose machinery it built into a high 

volume machine shop providing sub-contract 

capacity for customers in industries such as 

medical, scientific, aerospace and general 

engineering. “We provide a rapid service in line 

with the needs of our customers and always to 

the same high quality standard,” says Managing 

Director Susanne Knöpfle. To accomplish 

this, the company maintains a raw materials 

warehouse filled with material of various different 

sizes and grades along with machining capacity 

to completely machine parts from 10 to 800 mm in 

diameter and up to 2,000 mm in length. “We can 

supply our customers with everything that they 

require from a single source,” explains Susanne 

Knöpfle. “We identified a demand for this level 

of versatility, for example tools ranging from 

simple to complex in nature. To accommodate 

this, we have a diverse range of machinery at our 

disposal, backed by many years of experience in 

our employees.”

As a family-owned business with few employees 

Susanne and her two brothers, Andreas and 

Christian, who are responsible for technology 

and production, have a great reliance on their 

supplier base who can provide technical support 

and reduce the workload on internal staff and 

keep the 18 Mazak CNC machines running 

efficiently. Ceratizit Group is the dominant force 

among its cutting tool suppliers providing a 

wide range of support from its four competence 

brands (CERATIZIT, WNT, KOMET and KLENK). 

As an existing user of SilverLine and with such 

a diverse range of materials and applications 

running, Heinz Knöpfle GmbH was an ideal field 

test partner, as few customers use SilverLine 

in such a versatile manner. With agreement 

in place the new SilverLine tools were tested 

on-site for six months across virtually all 18 of 

Heinz Knöpfle GmbH’s CNC machines. “As 

a big fan of the original SilverLine tools, we 

had very high expectations and the amazing 

results that we have achieved with the upgrade 

have far exceeded our expectations,” says 

Christian Knöpfle. The results showed a tangible 

difference of between 20 and 40 percent higher 

cutting speeds. At the same time, the service 

life increased by 30 to 40 percent. “We noticed 

straight away that the new SilverLine tools 

are quieter, thus reducing the burden on the 

machine. The values obtained over the months 

then fully confirmed this. We have a new favourite 

tool,” says a very happy machining expert.

During the tests SilverLine was initially used on 

a challenging application machining a stainless 

steel polygon shaft, which Knöpfle produces in 

various sizes for a water management company. 

SilverLine impressed in every respect: “These 

milling cutters left the competition in the dust 

when it came to performance data, service life, 

etc.,” recalls Christian Knöpfle. “However, the 

SilverLine not only impressed on VA materials, 

but it is also suitable for any application – even 

simpler steels. We use the tool at extremely high 

cutting speeds and therefore achieve excellent 

chip evacuation, with a service life and level of 

process security that other milling cutters never 

reach. This is ideal for users like us, who are well-

positioned on the market but only wish to use 

a small selection of tools, SilverLine is now our 

clear favourite.”

The new substrate along with changes to 

cutter geometry have enabled the creation of a 

completely new core to the SilverLine cutters. 

Increasing flute numbers allowed for a larger core 

diameter to be created, this in turn generates 

much greater cutter rigidity and reduces cutter 

deflection with tensile strength increased by 50 

per cent, thereby increasing overall process 

security. This along with associated changes 

to the chip gullet and the addition of through 

tool coolant also improved chip flow, reduced 

cutting forces and the cutter generates less 

heat and noise, while allowing cutting data to be 

increased between 20 and 40 per cent (material 

dependant) while tool life increases by as much 

as 50 per cent. Maximising this new performance 

is the use of the latest Dragonskin coating, this 

latest development of CERATIZIT’s multilayer 

coating is silver in colour and is compatible 

with most materials including stainless steel 

or steel, flame-cut, uncoated or scaled billets. 

The high temperature resistance of the coating 

makes it suitable for either wet or dry machining 

applications, with exceptional service life in either 

application area. “In short SilverLine cutters are 

now stronger, last longer and are faster than 

their predecessors,” says Adrian Fitts, Business 

Development Manager, CERATIZIT UK & Ireland. 

“Cutters are now available with 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 

flutes dependent on application and diameter 

and with the burgeoning aerospace sector in 

mind we have added many more options when it 

comes to corner radii and cutter diameters.”

As with all successful product development 

processes the customer was central to many 

aspects of the changes to Silverline, not least the 

extension of the range to encompass not only 

greater choices in diameter and corner radii, 

but also cutter styles including ripper and Torus 

cutters. “We listened to customers who were 

asking for heavier-duty roughing cutters and, 

thanks to the increased core size and rigidity 

we can now offer a ripper version of SilverLine,” 

says Adrian Fitts. “As customers wanted to run 

faster this created a problem, higher cutting data 

equated to greater chip volume and evacuating 

those chips became an issue. Now, with the 

strengthened core, through tool coolant and 

Dragonskin coating, combined with a ripper-

style geometry to create smaller chips, we can 

push tools harder as evacuation is no longer the 

issue it once was. For more specific high-speed 

applications when milling we’ve also added HA-

style shanks to the standard range of SilverLine 

cutters. This plain shank is ideal for use in heat 

shrink and hydraulic chucks, allowing increased 

spindle speeds to be used.”   

“SilverLine is a tremendous success story for 

CERATIZIT, especially here in the UK where it 

is one of our premium products and one of our 

best-selling product lines. Therefore, when the 

decision was made to update it, we had to be 

certain that we would be making changes that 

would both maintain and extend its reputation 

for delivering high performance metal removal 

across a range of applications. The success we 

are seeing with the new SilverLine confirms that 

the hard work that went into these developments 

has produced a superior product that will 

continue to deliver productivity gains for our 

customers,” says Tony Pennington, Managing 

Director, CERATIZIT UK & Ireland.   

A product video and further information will also 

be found from the above date at cutting.tools/

silverline. 

www.ceratizit.com
www.kometgroup.com
www.wnt.com
www.klenk-tools.de 
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A little birdy told me...

This months top finds by your ID team, interesting, informative and some just for 

fun!  If you have an eagle eye, keep a look out and send your favourite tweets to via 

twitter @LJcunningham or email info@industrialdirector.com

Disclaimer : MSL Media Ltd or Industrial Director Magazine 

claim no ownership of the content of these links quotes and 

tweets and have no affiliation with those mentioned.

NEW FACTORY: CAD CAM Automotive set to create 600 jobs at 

major new electric vehicle manufacturing plant in Coventry http://bit.

ly/3a9vxZ2 #UKmfg #GBmfg

Every member of the team here at SBT Gearing is committed to 

providing excellent quality services at all times. Visit our website to 

view some of the work we’ve done for previous clients. http://bit.

ly/2saJykV #gearing #gears #gear #manufacturing

@Jefferson_MFG

@Sbtgears

What a great story! The 3D-printed 

respirator valves cost less than €1 (90p) 

each to produce and the prototype 

took three hours to design @BBCTech 

#positivity https://bbc.co.uk/news/

technology-51911070

Check out our latest case study to find out how @Grippleltd has 

boosted tool life by 50%, and reduced downtime by 45% on its 

CNC machine..

Paragon Rapid Technologies Provides world-class support throughout 

the product development cycle, from innovation to manufacturing. We 

help you to bring complex, or simple, designs to life and to keep your 

supply chain agile. https://bit.ly/2II4h85 @ParagonRT #chirpgtma

@Hillside_Design

@EclipseMagnetic

@gtma1




